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Given 3 §(&), the algebra of bounded operators on a separable Hubert space %? , and X , the ideal of compact operators, it is a well-known fact that T
in 3 §(SP) is a Fredholm operator if and only if n(T) is invertible in âS^)
where n is the canonical quotient map. A natural question arises: When can a Fredholm operator be perturbed by a compact operator to obtain an invertible operator? Equivalently, when does the invertible element n(T) lift to an invertible operator? The answer is well known: T may be perturbed by a compact operator to obtain an invertible operator if and only if the Fredholm Index of T is 0 . In this case, the perturbation may be made as small in norm as we wish. Using the generalized Fredholm index for a von Neumann algebra developed by C L. Olsen [3] , the following generalization is obtained: let 21 be a von Neumann algebra with norm closed ideal 3 and canonical quotient map n . Let T e 2t be such that ti(T) is invertible. Then there exists K €'S such that T + K is invertible if and only if ind( T) = 0 .
I. Basic facts and notation
Throughout this discourse 21 denotes a von Neumann algebra of operators on a Hubert space %? . By a projection in 21 we mean a self adjoint indempotent. For A g 21, let RA denote the range projection A and let NA denote the projection onto the kernel of A. Note that RA, NA e 21. Let E, F be projections in 21. Define the relation E ~ F if there is a partial isometry V G 21 with V*V = E and VV* -F . One can show that ~ is an equivalence relation on the set of projections in 21. We write E < F if there exists a partial isometry F G 21 with V*V = E and VV* < F. One can show, (see [4, p. 291] ), that E < F and F < E implies E ~ F .
Definition. A projection E in 21 is finite relative to 21 if E~F<E=s>E = F.
Definition. A e 21 is finite if 7?^ is finite.
Let SH denote the norm closed, 2-sided ideal generated by the finite elements of 21 ; SH is called the relatively compact ideal of 21 and the elements of SH are called relatively compact. In the case where 21 = â §(%?), the algebra of bounded operators on a Hubert space ^, the relatively finite elements are the finite rank elements, and SH is the actual compact ideal in ¿8(ßf).
Let 3 denote an arbitrary norm closed, 2-sided ideal in 21 and let n : 21 -> 21/3 denote the canonical quotient map.
Definition. A G 21 is Fredholm (relative to 3 ) if n(A) is invertible in 213.
The following theorem was conceived by M. Breuer [1] for the ideal SH of relatively compact elements and is proven by C. Olsen [3] for general ideals. Theorem 1. A G 21 is Fredholm relative to 3 & the range of A contains the range of I -E for some projection E in 3, and NA e 3. In this case E can be chosen so that \\EA\\ < e for any e > 0.
II. THE DEFINITION OF THE GENERALIZED INDEX FUNCTION
The following can be found in [3] . Let 3 be the center 21, with maximum ideal space D, ; identify 3 with C(Q). There is a generalized dimension theory of J. Tomiyama [5] , which for each projection E e 21 gives a continuous cardinal valued dimension function dim(7s ) on Í2. The set dim 3 consisting of all dim(7s ) for Tí G 3 is called an ideal base and uniquely determines the ideal 3 [6] . For each A G 21, define the continuous function i (A) by i(A) = dim JV^ -dim NA.
(i(A) is defined pointwise on the open set where dim NA jí dim NA., extended continuously to its closure, and is zero on the complement of this clopen set). This index map reduces to the usual index map in the classical case and enjoys the properties of the index for a certain class of ideals in 21. For details, see [3, pp. 16-20] . The definitions and notation introduced there are used here.
III. Lifting invertibles
The problem of lifting invertibles is divided into two cases: (relatively) compact ideals and noncompact ideals. As will be seen, any von Neumann algebra 21 and any closed two sided ideal 3 ç 21 can be divided into two direct summands: on one summand the ideal is compact and on the other the ideal is completely noncompact.
Definition. The ideal 3 is (relatively) compact if 3 ç SH, the ideal of relatively compact elements of 21.
By mimicking the proof of a similar theorem in [2] , we answer the question of lifting invertibles in the case where the ideal is compact. so there is a partial isometry U with initial space ker(7 -ET) and equal to (7 -ET)^)-1. Thus K = -ET + eU G 3 with ||7C|| < 2e and it is easily verified that 7 + K is invertible. D The case where 3 contains some noncompact elements is more complicated as the mapping i is not necessarily invariant under noncompact ideal perturbations. In this case the index map must be modified. Again the reader is referred to [3, §9] for details. If A is dense in Q for 3, we say that 3 is completely noncompact.
Proposition. For any ideal 3 of 21, 3 a unique central projection P such that 73 is completely noncompact in 721, and (I -7)3 is relatively compact (7-7)21.
As a consequence of the above proposition, we see that the Fredholm and index theories for arbitrary 3 split into consideration of the (relatively) compact part of 3 and the completely noncompact part of 3. We assume that 3 is completely noncompact as the compact case has already been considered. Xc* 0 0 Xa\CS} Since 5" has closed range, Xc$ nas closed range and i(xcS) = 0, so by using the argument of the previous theorem we can perturb Xc$ °y an element of /c3 to obtain an invertible in xc2l. Thus we concentrate on Xa\c^> *-e-' we assume that A = Q.
Lemma. If A = Q then 3 a projection P' such that P' G 3, dim P' > N0, NszP', and Ns. < P'. Proof. For each t G Q,, 3ft e dim 3 such that ft > K0 on a neighborhood Ut of /. Cover Q. by finitely many Ux, ... ,Un with corresponding functions fx, ... , fn. Let / = sup{dim Ns, dim Ns., fx, ... , fn) ■ Since dim 3 is an ideal base, / G dim 3, and there is a projection 7' G 3 with dim 7' = /. This is the desired P', and the lemma is proved.
We now make another reduction: let X = {t£Q: (dimNs)(t) < (dim/)(/)}. Note that S -S' = Xq\x^ ~ Xa\j e ^ and S' still has closed range. Hence we may concentrate on XjS and assume that dimA/5 < dim 7 a.e. on Q, (i.e., X = Q).
Since dim/V5+dim(7-/Vs) = dim 7 and dim7 >dim7' >K0, dim(I-Ns) = dim 7 a.e. (and hence everywhere) on Í2. Thus dim(7 -Ns) > dim 7', and so there exists P ~ P' such that P <(I-NS). Let Q' = Rsp and let Q = Q'@N$.
(note that Q' 1 Ns. ).
Note that Q' ~ P. To see this consider SP ; clearly 7-7 < Nsp . To obtain the reverse inequality observe for xe/ SPx = 0 =► Px G A^X) ) x = (7 -7)x =>• 7x = 0 as P < I -Ns Thus we have NSP = I-P.
Using the polar decomposition of SP, there exists a partial isometry U : P(^) -» ß'(X).
Thus 7 ~ ß'. From this it follows that ß G 3.
Consider (7 -Q)S(I -P).
Lemma, (a) (7 -Q)S(I -P)(JT) = (I -Q)i&). (7« particular, the range of (I -ß)5(/ -7) is c/tW.) (7 -0)5(7 -P)x = (I-ß)5(7 -P)Px + (I-(2)5(7 -P)Nsx = (I -(2)5(7 -P)Nsx.
But Ns < I -P so (7 -P)Nsx = Nsx, and hence (7 -(2)5(7 -P)Nsx = (7 -Q)SNsx = 0.
Thus 7 + 7V5 < N{I_Q)S{I_p].
To obtain the reverse inequality, let x e N,i_q)S,i_P)(%') . Let y = (I -P)x and let y = Px so that 0 = (7 -(2)5(7 -P)x = (7 -Q)Sy.
Thus Sy = QSy , which implies Sy G (2(¿F) = Q'iJT) + Ns.(^). Since Sy 1
Ns. lMT), Sy G (¿ißf) = RSP(%f). But the range of SP is closed as the range of 5 is closed and P < I -Ns . Thus Sy = SPz for some z and S(y -Pz) -0. This gives that y G (P + Ns)(ß^). Hence x = y + y' G (P + Ns)(ßf). Thus we obtain the desired inequality, and the lemma is proved.
Note that 7 ~ ß' was proven. But we also have dim(7 + Ay = dim P + dim Ns = dim P' + dim Ns = dim P' since dim P' > N0 and dim P' > Ns .
Similarly dim ß = dim ß + dim Ns. = dim 7 + dim Ns. -dim P .
Thus P + Ns ~ ß. To complete the proof of the theorem, choose a partial isometry W with initial space (7 + Ns)(ß?) and range Q(ßf). Then 5 = (7 -Q)S(I -P) + W is invertible and 5 -5 G 3. D As was noted earlier, if 3 is an arbitrary ideal in the von Neumann algebra 21, then there is a unique central projection P such that 73 is completely noncompact in 721 and (7 -7)3 is relatively compact in (7 -7)21. We define the index of T to be zero if i((I -P)T) and i(PT) are both zero. Combining all the above we have the following theorem. Using the fact that the index is continuous on the set of Fredholm elements, see [3, §11] , we obtain a corollary relating the essential spectrum (relative to 3 ) with the Weyl spectrum (relative to 3 ). First we define these sets. Definition. Let 3 be an arbitrary ideal in 21, and let n : 21 -> 21/3 be the canonical quotient map. For 7 G 21 define the essential spectrum of T (relative to 3), denoted by oe(T), to be the set a(n(T)). Define the Weyl spectrum of T (relative to 3 ), denoted by aw(T), to be the set f]Ke3 a(T + K).
Clearly oe(T c_aw(T), but also obtain the following result.
Corollary. For 7 G 21, d(aw(T)) ç ae(T), where d denotes the boundary.
Proof. Let X e d(aw(T)), but suppose X <£ ae(T); i.e., T -X is Fredholm. Choose a sequence {Xn} in £\aw(T) converging to X. Since Xn £ ow(T), 3Kn G 3 with T + Kn-Xn invertible. Thus 7 -Xn is Fredholm with index zero. By the continuity of the index on the set of Fredholm elements, the index of 7 -X is zero. Thus by Theorem 4 there is a K G y with T + K -X invertible. This contradicts the fact that X G ow(T). D
In the case where 3 is a compact ideal, it was shown that the perturbation can be made as small in norm as we wish. This is not true in general as the following example shows. 
G3
X is invertible in ¿ §(ßP) and so A similar example shows that the perturbation cannot be made small even in the case where 21 is a factor (over a nonseparable Hilbert space).
Example 2. Let ßf be a Hilbert space with dimJF > N0 and let 21 = &(ß?). Let 3 be the closed ideal generated by elements of rank < N0. Defined the operator 7 as follows: let Px, P2, ... be pairwise orthogonal projections with dim7; = N0 and let P = ¿7,.
Let Uj be an isometry from Pj(ßf) onto Pj+Xi&) and define 7 by 7 = Ux 0 with respect to the decomposition ¿T = Y^PiJ?) 0 (7 -7)(¿T). Note that 7
is an isometry whose range is (7 -7, index 0, choose Q < I -P such that One can show that NT To show that 7 is Fredholm of dim ß = N0 and consider 7(7 -ß).
.JV-Û, = ß and range 7(7 -ß) = (7 -(7, + Ö))(-T).
Choose a partial isometry f7 with initial space Q(%?) and range(Px + Q)(sf) so that 7 -7ß + U is invertible. Suppose, however, that 5 is invertible and choose y G 7,(^) with 1 . Since 5 is invertible there is an x e with Sx = y . Thus Thus 7 cannot be perturbed by a small element to obtain an invertible.
